(Held on the 3rd Friday of the month beginning 10/16)

$40 Entry 1:4 CASH
FORMAT

$40.00 Entry

- 7:30 Start / 6:30 Check In
- Bowl 4 Games Qualifying

$45.00 Day Of
($12.00 Linage / $28.00 Prize)

o (moving pairs after 2 games)

- Top ½ Advances to Single Game
Elimination Bracket

Open to Men & Women
(18 and Older)

o (top seed(s) receive bye)
- Oil Pattern: HOUSE
- Handicap 85% of 215
- Average Based on 2019-20 season*
o Challenge / Sport Average will be adjusted
-

Brackets / Side Pots Available

*If a 2019-20 average is not available, bowler will use
2020-21 average based on 21 games, if neither are
available, bowler will bowl scratch.

NEW FOR NOV. PRIZE FOR TOP QUALIFIER
& TOP, NON-CASHING FEMALE
USBC RULES APPLY
ADDITIONAL RULES ON BACK

DATES:
11/20, 12/18, 1/15, 2/19, 3/19, 4/16

Reserve a spot today by emailing tournaments@lakesidereccenter.com, by phone 847-949-5700 or online at
tournamentbowl.com
Entries can by paid at the center or over the phone CASH ONLY DAY OF

SIGN UP
COVID-19: Due to COVID-19 regulations field size
is limited to 50 bowlers. Masks MUST be worn
throughout the center. Masks can be lowered
when on the approach for bowler’s frame.
(COVID-19 regulations subject to change)

NAME: __________________________
PHONE: _________________________
EMAIL: __________________________
USBC ID: _________________________
AVG: _______ DATE BOWLING: _______

900 S Lake St. Mundelein, IL 60060
847-949-5700

3rd Friday Handicap Shootout Rules
Entry: $40.00 Advanced / $45.00 At the Door (Linage $12.00 / Prize Fund ($28.00)
1:4 Cash Ratio – Field Limited to 50 Bowlers
Tournament will be sanctioned by the USBC, all participants MUST be sanctioned for the 2020-21 Season.
Oil Pattern: Oil pattern will be HOUSE
Handicap: Handicap will be 85% of 215 based on the 2019-20 House Shot Average. Bowlers without a 2019-20
Average will use their current average for the 2020-21 season and MUST provide proof. Bowlers with only
challenge league or sport league average will have their average adjusted to House. If bowler does not have
an average, they will bowl scratch.
All surface adjustments MUST be made before qualifying begins. Once qualifying begins, you will NOT be
allowed to alter the surface of the bowling ball until the conclusion of the event. Any bowler adjusting the
surface to the bowling ball mid-event, the ball(s) adjusted will be removed from competition.
QUALIFYING: Each bowler will bowl 4 games, moving pairs after game 2. After 4 game qualifying, the top half
will move onto the elimination bracket. If there is tie for the final qualifying position, a 9 th and 10th frame roll
off will take place to determine the final position.
ELIMINATION BRACKET: Bowlers that qualify for the elimination bracket will be seeded based on their
qualifying scores. Top seed(s) will receive a first round bye and will be given a lane to remain loose on.
Prior to each match, bowlers will receive 2 practice shots on each lane.
Bowlers will bowl a one game match with the higher seed getting starting lane choice. Winner moves on to
the next round. In the event of a tie, there will be a one ball roll off to determine who wins the match, High
count moves on, alternating lanes if still tied.
CASH / PRIZES:
Cash Ratio is 1:4
Prizes will be paid on site*
Prize will be awarded to the top qualifier as well as the top, non cashing, female bowler (if available)
Bowlers MUST provide their USBC ID and sign off before receiving tournament earnings
*Any individual winning over $600.00 in tournament earnings, a check will be sent out and a W2 will need to be filled out

TARDY BOWLERS
Practice will begin at 7:30PM and competition starting at 7:40PM. Tardy bowlers will have until the end of the
3rd frame, of their starting pair, to be allowed to make up frames missed. Tardy bowlers arriving after the 3 rd
frame will receive a score of ZERO for ALL frames missed.
COVID 19 Face coverings MUST be worn at all times throughout the center. Bowlers may lower their face
covering when on the approach for their frame. Please maintain proper social distancing guidelines at checkin and throughout the center.
COVID-19 regulations are subject to change and will be announced prior to the event and during practice
announcements.

ALL RULES NOT DEFINED HEREIN WILL BE GOVERNED BY THE USBC

